Abstract-In recent years, sparse regularization has become a dominant means for handling the curse of dimensionality in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) based brain decoding problems. Enforcing sparsity alone, however, neglects the interactions between connected brain areas. Methods that additionally impose spatial smoothness would account for local but not long-range interactions. In this paper, we propose incorporating connectivity into sparse classifier learning so that both local and long-range connections can be jointly modeled. On real data, we demonstrate that integrating connectivity information inferred from diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) data provides higher classification accuracy and more interpretable classifier weight patterns than standard classifiers. Our results thus illustrate the benefits of adding neurologically-relevant priors in fMRI brain decoding.
INTRODUCTION
The use of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) for brain decoding has gained substantial research interest in the past decade [1] . With the signal intensity at each voxel or brain area treated as a feature, the goal of brain decoding is to discriminate different cognitive states based on the brain signal patterns. Due to the high dimensionality of fMRI data and the typically small sample sizes, special caution must be taken to control for overfitting [1] . The traditional approach for dealing with the curse of dimensionality is to apply univariate feature selection in isolating brain areas that display significant activation or discriminability [2] . However, this approach discards the collective information encoded by the brain signal patterns [1] . To circumvent this limitation, multivariate feature selection techniques, such as support vector machines with recursive feature elimination (SVM-RFE) [3] , have been proposed but tend to be computationally expensive.
Recently, sparse regularization has become a primary means for handling overfitting [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . By enforcing sparsity, classifier weights associated with irrelevant features are shrunk to exactly zero. This approach thus enables feature selection and classifier learning to be simultaneously and cooperatively performed. Imposing sparsity is typically achieved by incorporating a least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) penalty into classifier learning [5] . However, in the presence of correlated features, LASSO tends to arbitrarily select one feature among each correlated set, which is especially problematic for fMRI decoding since signals of interacting brain areas are certainly correlated [5, 6] . To encourage correlated brain areas to be jointly selected, incorporation of an elastic net penalty has been proposed [5, 6] , but its effectiveness appears limited by the strong noise in fMRI data [7] . Structured sparsity [8] has also been explored to enforce joint selection of predefined groups of voxels (e.g. voxels grouped by anatomical regions or functional parcels [8] ), but these penalties alone do not account for the local spatial correlations between neighboring voxels [7, 9, 10] .
To explicitly model local spatial correlations, total variation regularization has been explored, which penalizes the spatial gradient of the classifier weight patterns [9] . A Bayesian approach for incorporating a spatiotemporal prior while enforcing sparsity has also been put forth [11] . Furthermore, a recent method called, GraphNet, which imposes spatial smoothness through a graph-constrained elastic net penalty [10] as well as a generalized sparse regularization (GSR) strategy [7] that additionally facilitates incorporation of structured sparse penalties have been proposed. Encouraging spatial smoothness accounts for local correlations but neglects the longer range interactions. Since it is now well established that the brain is organized into distributed areas that are interconnected by white matter fiber pathways [12] , integrating connectivity into sparse classifier learning may provide additional relevant information in improving identification of task discriminant brain areas.
In this paper, we propose incorporating connectivity into sparse classifier learning to explicitly model the integrative property of the brain [12] . Both GraphNet and GSR permit integration of connectivity, but entail converting discrete labels into continuous variables using e.g. optimal scoring (OS) [10] or graph embedding (GE) [13] for classifier learning. In this work, we show that the learning of connectivity-informed sparse classifiers can be posed as a single unified optimization and solved using existing sparse optimizers [8, 14] with only a minimal change in the gradient update. For validation, we build a connectivity-informed sparse logistic regression (SLR) classifier with connectivity inferred from diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) data. On a face viewing task, we demonstrate that incorporating connectivity improves classification accuracy and result interpretability.
II. METHODS
Restricting our attention to linear classifiers so that the relevance of the features can be directly discerned from the magnitude of linear classifier weights [8] , the general problem of classifier learning can be posed as finding the optimal d×1 weight vector, w, and an intercept, b, such that the n×1 predicted labels, f(Xw+b), best match the n×1 ground truth labels, y, associated with the n×d feature matrix, X. n is the number of samples, d is the number of features, and f(·) is a function that maps Xw+b to the label space. In the context of fMRI decoding, we treat the signal intensity of a voxel or brain area as a feature with different cognitive states being the labels. Since n << d typically, controlling overfitting through e.g. regularization is crucial.
A. Overview of Sparse Regularization
Linear classifier learning with regularization can be expressed as the following optimization problem:
where E(·) is a mis-classification loss (see Section II-C), R(w) is a regularization penalty, and Ȝ balances the influence of E(·) and R(w). To enforce sparsity, the most widely-used approach is to set R(w) to ||w|| 1 , which is the well known LASSO penalty [5] . However, LASSO's difficulties with correlated features render it less effective for fMRI decoding [5, 6] . To encourage joint selection of correlated features, elastic net has been proposed, which is equivalent to adding a ridge penalty to LASSO, i.e.
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, with the relative weightings between the two terms controlled by Į. However, the performance of elastic net in jointly selecting correlated features highly depends on the level of noise in the data [7] . To explicitly model local spatial correlations, total variation regularization, , 1 w ∇ α has been explored [9] . GraphNet [10] , which comprises a graph-constrained elastic net penalty,
can also be used with spatial smoothness enforced through a graph Laplacian matrix, L. Alternatively, one may employ GSR [7] , which involves a penalty of the form:
with J(w) being a structured sparsity term and spatial contiguity imposed through ī. Overviews of structured sparsity can be found in [7] and [8] . To exploit existing optimizers that are designed for sparse regression models in learning priorinformed sparse classifiers, GraphNet employs OS [10] to transform discrete class labels, y, into continuous variables, z, while GSR uses GE [13] for this purpose. The effects of applying OS and GE prior to classifier learning, as opposed to directly optimizing (1), are unclear. In this work, we present a simple approach to mitigate the need for converting y into continuous variables so that the learning of sparse classifiers informed by prior information, such as connectivity, can be performed as a single optimization.
B. Connectivity-informed Sparse Classifiers
To integrate connectivity into sparse classifier learning, we consider the following formulation:
where L is a d×d weighted graph Laplacian matrix with L ij = -l ij for i j, L ij = Ȉ i l ij for i = j, and l ij being the connectivity between features i and j (Section II-C). We note that L being a Laplacian matrix is not essential and other priors may be employed [10] . If L = ī T ī, the penalty in (2) reduces to that of GSR's. The difference is that (2) directly takes Laplacian matrices as input, whereas GSR would require computing a matrix square root. Also, if J(w) = ||w|| 1 , the penalty in (2) becomes that of GraphNet's. To optimize (2) , if E(·) is differentiable with a gradient, g(w), one may use proximal gradient [8] with only a simple modification to the gradient required: g mod (w) = g(w)+2Ȝ(1-Į)Lw. In this work, we focus on the case where J(w) = ||w|| 1 , which we optimize using two metric projection in combination with limited memory BFGS [14] . This permits an approximation of the Hessian of E(·) to be exploited in learning the step direction, which helps speed up convergence [14] . We describe how connectivityinformed SLR classifiers can be built by optimizing (2) next.
C. Connctivity-informed Sparse Logistic Regression
The mis-classification loss of LR is given by [5] :
where x i is a d×1 vector with x i T being the i th row of X. Since 
incorporation of connectivity in learning a SLR classifier can be achieved by applying e.g. two metric projection [14] with J(w) = ||w|| 1 in (2) and 2Ȝ(1-Į)Lw added to (4) . As a measure of connectivity, we use the fiber count between brain areas derived from DTI tractography [12] . Due to crossing fibers as well as how diffusion tensors are more isotropic near gray matter brain areas, the location of the fiber end points is subjected to errors ( Fig. 1(a) ). To partially alleviate these limitations, we employ a group fiber estimation strategy [15] (Section III) to improve end point localization ( Fig. 1(b) ). 
III. MATERIALS
Task fMRI data were collected from 10 healthy subjects. Each subject performed a passive face viewing task over a period of ~5 min, where ten 18 s blocks of face stimulus interleaved with nine 18 s control blocks of triangles were displayed. Resting state (RS) fMRI data of ~7 min were also collected. Data were acquired at multiple centers using 3T scanners with TR = 2200 ms, TE = 30 ms, and flip angle = 75 o . Slice timing correction, motion correction, temporal detrending, and spatial normalization, were performed on the task fMRI data using the SPM8 software. Similar preprocessing was performed on the RS-fMRI data except a band-pass filter with cutoff frequencies at 0.01 to 0.1 Hz was applied. White matter and cerebrospinal fluid confounds were regressed out from the gray matter voxel time courses.
To account for the delay in hemodynamic response in labeling the fMRI volumes as associated with viewing faces or triangles, we generated a regressor for each stimulus by convolving a boxcar function (having an amplitude of one and time-locked to stimulus) with a hemodynamic response function, and extracted volumes in which the regressor value exceeded 0.5. Only volumes of the last nine blocks for each stimulus were used to ensure equal sample sizes for both stimulus classes. This results in 72 samples per class.
DTI data were collected from the same 10 subjects. Acquisition sequence similar to that in [16] was used with TR = 15000 ms, TE = 104 ms, flip angle = 90 o , 36 gradient directions, and b-value = 1300 s/mm 2 . Tensor estimation and fiber tractography were performed at both intra-subject and group level using MedINRIA [17] . For generating group fibers, we first warped all subjects' tensor volumes onto that of an arbitrary subject. We then averaged the tensor volumes across subjects, performed fiber tractography on the average tensor volume, and warped the group fibers back onto each subject's native space. To enable fiber count computation, we divided the brain into P parcels with the parcel template warped onto each subject's B 0 volume. Parcellation was performed by concatenating RS-fMRI time courses across subjects and applying Ward clustering [18] . P was set to 500 to permit finer brain partitioning than facilitated by standard brain atlases (typically P < 150). This choice of P provides a balance between functional localization and robustness to errors in the location of fiber end points. The parcel template was further used for the generation of task fMRI parcel time courses by averaging voxel time courses within each parcel.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For validation, we considered the task of discriminating fMRI volumes associated with viewing faces against viewing triangles. The average intensity within each parcel was taken as a feature with each volume being a sample. 9-fold crossvalidation was performed to compute classification accuracy. Using 9 folds ensures that volumes within the same stimulus block would not be erroneously assigned to both the training and test set, which inflates classification accuracy due to correlations between temporally adjacent volumes. We compared connectivity-informed SLR with anatomical connectivity prior learned using the group fiber estimation strategy (GASLR) against SVM [2] , LR, LR with ridge For qualitative assessment, we performed 9-fold cross validation on the whole sample set to determine the optimal Į and Ȝ. We then generated 100 subsamples of size 72 (i.e. half of the total number of samples) and learned a classifier for each subsample with Į and Ȝ fixed to the optimal value. The classifier weights across subsamples were averaged to identify parcels consistently assigned higher weights.
Results of the contrasted classifiers are shown in Fig. 2 . Only classifier weight patterns of an exemplar subject are displayed due to space limitation. Among the contrasted methods, SVM obtained the lowest average classification accuracy over subjects, and the classifier weight patterns seemed spatially spurious. Using LR resulted in 2% higher accuracy compared to SVM, but the classifier weight patterns appeared similar. Controlling overfitting with a ridge penalty led to a further 2% increase in accuracy, but only a slight improvement in localization of relevant parcels. Enforcing sparsity using SLR provided an additional 1% increase in accuracy over using a ridge penalty with more localized classifier weight patterns obtained. However, rather small weights were assigned to parcels in the fusiform face area (FFA), which is known to be specialized for face recognition. Using LR with elastic net resulted in a 0.5% accuracy gain over SLR and more weights assigned to parcels within the FFA, but localization power was reduced compared to SLR. Incorporating intra-subject anatomical connectivity into SLR actually led to lower accuracy than the contrasted sparse classifiers. We suspect the decrease in accuracy was due to errors in fiber tractography, which could have a major impact on the connectivity estimates. By using the group fiber extraction strategy to improve connectivity estimation and integrating the resulting connectivity prior into SLR, the highest classification accuracy was attained with weights consistently assigned to parcels within the FFA.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed informing sparse classifier learning with connectivity for fMRI decoding. We showed that with only a minor change to the gradient, integration of connectivity is facilitated. On real data, we demonstrated that incorporating connectivity inferred from a group fiber estimation strategy improves classification accuracy over standard classifiers, such as SVM and LR, as well as a number of sparse linear classifiers. Classifier weights were also more consistently assigned to neurologically-relevant brain areas. Our results thus provide further evidence for the presence of intrinsic relationships between brain structure and function. 
